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ABSTRACT

Erosion control is one of the many tasks of managing land use in a coastal
community, but it is arguably one of the most important issues. Increasing human growth
in the coastal regions of the United States places heavy demands on fragile coastal
systems that cannot sustain population increases. There is a need for sound shoreline
management strategies to combat and/or mitigate this problem. The purpose of this study
is to determine innovations in shoreline management and inform the remainder of the
Assessment of Shoreline Change Options in South Carolina project. This study asked
and analyzed the following three research questions: (1) What is the past, current, and
emerging thought with respect to shoreline management; (2) What are the program
structures, regulatory framework, and planning tools used in coastal states; and (3) What
are current and emerging approaches for addressing shoreline management? To answer
these, the study triangulated the following methodology: (1) background assessment of
coastal geography, development and population pressures, and institutional management
program structure; (2) legal research, including statute, regulation, and plan compilation
by states, and comparative analysis; and (3) a coastal manager survey administered in
each coastal state. The study concluded that the preferred shoreline management
approach currently is soft stabilization, although there is a need for integration of tools to
better control growth, and use of these tools does appear to be on the rise. There is a
widespread need among coastal states for increased data and funding, in addition to
public education and funding for land acquisition. Despite these limitations, states are
actively pursuing innovative methods of shoreline management and recognizing the
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effects that sea level rise will have on coastal management. Finally, this study urges
more specificity for shoreline management in Section 306 of the Coastal Zone
Management Act.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION AND STUDY OVERVIEW
Introduction
Pick any sunny beach in America on a summer day, and an observer will likely
see numerous people on every square foot of sand so structurally reinforced that it is
often a mere shadow of itself a few hundred, or even fifty, years ago. The nation’s
beaches are some of the most sought-after vacation destinations and residential areas in
the country. They are placed under enormous pressure to not only sustain increasing
human populations, but also the sensitive ecosystems that originally made them such
desirable places. Erosion control is only one aspect of the many tasks of managing land
use in a coastal community, but it is arguably one of the most important issues. If
shorelines continue to retreat, the burgeoning population in the coastal zone will have few
places to go. The abundant flora and fauna that thrive in the delicate estuaries and coastal
zones will likely diminish. Increasing human growth in the coastal regions of the United
States places heavy demands on fragile coastal systems that cannot sustain it. There is a
need for sound shoreline management strategies to combat and/or mitigate this problem.
Importance of the Study
Currently, there is no comprehensive federal-level approach to erosion control in
the United States (Heinz Center, 2000). It is addressed in a piecemeal fashion by
multiple agencies and levels of government. Although the combined approaches of
different agencies have produced many benefits, they also engender analysis and critique.
This comparative assessment of shoreline change options in the United States is part of a
larger project that the Strom Thurmond Institute of Government and Policy Affairs at
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Clemson University is conducting for the South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control’s Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management, or
SCDHEC-OCRM. The SCDHEC-OCRM office developed the South Carolina Shoreline
Change Initiative, which will “organize existing data collection and research efforts,
identify additional research needs, and formulate policy options to guide the management
of South Carolina’s estuarine and beachfront shorelines” (SCDHEC-OCRM, 2008). As
part of that project, SCDHEC-OCRM contracted the Strom Thurmond Institute to
conduct an Assessment of Shoreline Change Options in South Carolina. The project has
three main components: an overview of current and emerging shoreline retreat strategies
including a comparative state assessment, an assessment of the perceived effectiveness of
the South Carolina Beachfront Management Program, and an examination of the
feasibility of policy options and recommended program changes. This thesis comprises
the project’s first component, the overview of current and emerging shoreline retreat
strategies to establish a baseline of policy options. The purpose of this study is to
determine innovations in shoreline management and inform the remainder of the
Assessment of Shoreline Change Options in South Carolina project. This study asked
and analyzed the following three research questions: (1) What is the past, current, and
emerging thought with respect to shoreline management; (2) What are the program
structures, regulatory framework, and planning tools used in coastal states; and (3) What
are current and emerging approaches for addressing shoreline management? The first
was answered through the literature review. Answering the latter two generated a
database of shoreline-related regulatory and market-based policy tools, as well as
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proposed new approaches and innovations in shoreline management. To answer these,
the study triangulated the following methodology: (1) background assessment of coastal
geography, development and population pressures, and institutional management
program structure; (2) legal research, including statute, regulation, and plan compilation
by states, and comparative analysis; and (3) a coastal manager survey administered in
each coastal state. The study concluded that the preferred shoreline management
approach currently is soft stabilization, although there is a need for integration of tools to
better control growth, and use of these tools does appear to be on the rise. There is a
widespread need among coastal states for increased data and funding, in addition to
public education and funding for land acquisition. Despite these limitations, states are
actively pursuing innovative methods of shoreline management and recognizing the
effects that sea level rise will have on coastal management. Finally, this study urges
more specificity for shoreline management in Section 306 of the Coastal Zone
Management Act.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Issue of Retreating Shorelines
The retreat of shorelines in the United States is a naturally occurring process, but
did not become an issue for shoreline management in the United States until the past two
centuries, when Americans discovered the joys of living in coastal areas and began to
exert more pressure upon them. Facts and figures concerning coastal development
abound, and they are startling. In its 2000 report on coastal erosion hazards, the Heinz
Center predicts that over the next 60 years erosion may claim one out of four homes
within 500 feet of the United States shoreline. Additionally, the costs to coastal property
owners for homes lost to erosion add up to an average of $530 million a year.
Approximately 350,000 structures are located within 500 feet of the 10,000-mile open
ocean and Great Lakes shorelines of the lower 48 states and Hawaii. This number does
not take into account structures in some of the densest coastal cities in the world like New
York City, Chicago, Los Angeles, and Miami (Heinz Center, 2000). Perhaps more
startling still are the natural processes that interfere with coastal development,
particularly erosion. The negative effects of erosion on human occupation of the coastal
zone are undeniable; they result in property damage, property loss, and expended
resources. However, the natural process of erosion is not entirely detrimental, and
understanding the process is a key element to more effective shoreline management in the
United States.
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Dynamic Equilibrium
The most unique factor of the coastal environment is that beaches are in a
dynamic equilibrium, maintained by nature through the trade-offs of four factors:
materials, energy, shape of the beach, and sea level (Kaufman & Pilkey, 1979). This
dynamism is the cornerstone of what makes the coast so desirable to fragile ecosystems,
unique plants and animals, and also humans. Yet Kaufman and Pilkey argue that the
dynamism is often ignored by humans, especially when constructing buildings. By
placing hard, immoveable buildings and infrastructure in the coastal zone, humans
attempt to temper the very dynamism that makes the coastal environment so unique. In
the end, they intensify the natural processes of erosion.
Causes of Erosion
In coastal literature, ‘retreat’ is a term often used interchangeably with ‘erosion,’
but some clarification is needed. Most people refer to the moving of the shoreline as
‘erosion,’ while many coastal geologists refer to it as ‘retreating’ or in the specific case of
barrier islands, as ‘migrating’. Each term is relatively interchangeable but can be
clarified by the fact that beach erosion is generally not a permanent loss. Instead it is a
strategic retreat based on many factors (Kaufman & Pilkey, 1979). How fast beaches,
barrier islands, and the mainland retreat depends on the slope of the coastal plains, and
the natural and human induced factors of erosion (Id).
There is a general consensus among coastal geologists and experts on the
processes that characterize coastal erosion. The first of these ideas is that erosion is both
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a natural- and human-induced process (Beatley, Brower & Schwab, 2002; NRC, 1995;
NRC, 1990; Platt, 1985; Kaufman & Pilkey, 1979).
Natural Erosion
Natural erosion occurs as the result of a variety of factors: basic processes that
move sediment (wind, waves, and currents), the rate of rise and fall in sea level,
frequency and severity of storms, total volume of sand size, and seasonal fluctuations
(Beatley, Brower, & Schwab, 2002). Natural erosion can therefore be long-term (as the
result of sea-level rise), short-term (in response to seasonal fluctuations), or episodic (due
to storm events) (NRC, 1995; NRC, 1990; Platt, 1985).
Long-term v. Short-term
Long-term erosion is a combination of the natural process of the geomorphology
of the shore and geologic sea level rise; these factors caused the shoreline to shift
landward across the present-day continental shelf over the past 15,000 years (NRC, 1995;
NRC, 1990). As Kaufman and Pilkey address, most geologists agree that sea level is on
the rise, resulting in greater coastal erosion. However, this phenomenon is not
necessarily visible to the unassuming human; Brunn’s rule, which states that as sea level
rises the retreating beach assumes exactly the same shape in a new position, explains why
humans may not notice retreat on beaches (Kaufman & Pilkey, 1979).
Human- induced erosion
Man’s desire to control the dynamic equilibrium of the coast is a primary
contributor to coastal erosion. Humans exacerbate many of the natural long-term and
short-term erosion processes.
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The list of human effects on erosion includes:


Construction/modification of inlets for navigational purposes



Construction of harbors with breakwaters built in Nearshore regions



Construction of dams on rivers with steep gradients



Sand mining from riverbeds in near coastal areas



Extraction of ground fluids resulting in coastal subsidence (NRC, 1995; NRC,
1990)

The extreme human pressure further intensifies these effects and population increases
being experienced in coastal regions today.
Human Pressures
The pressure placed on the coastal environment by humans is perhaps the singlemost important factor when considering how to manage coastal areas in the future.
Several studies in recent years have examined the effects of rapid population increase in
coastal areas. For example, a report issued by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Association (NOAA) in 2004 entitled “Population Trends along the Coastal United
States: 1980-2008” estimates that in 2003, 53 percent of the nation’s population (153
million people) lived in the nation’s 673 coastal counties, an increase of 33 million
people since 1980. Although this 28 percent rate of increase is roughly consistent with
the growth rate of the nation as a whole, the problem lies in the fact that it is persistent
growth in a limited land area. Coastal counties account for only 17 percent of the total
land area in the United States but 53 percent of the population (NOAA, 2004). NOAA
defines a county as coastal if one of the following criteria is met: (1) at a minimum, 15
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percent of the county’s total land area is located within a coastal watershed or (2) a
portion of or an entire county accounts for at least 15 percent of a coastal
cataloging unit (NOAA, 2004). This increased coastal population has numerous
implications for the natural systems present in coastal areas, including increased
vulnerability to pollution, degradation of habitat and habitat loss, higher volumes of
urban nonpoint runoff, overfishing, rise in invasive species, and increased vulnerability to
coastal hazards as a result of more development in coastal hazard zones (NOAA, 2004;
Culliton, 1998). In fact, as increasing population burdens the local environment, the
natural features that often attracted residents in the first place are reduced (Culliton,
1998). In the next few decades, as the baby-boom generation grows older, there will be
an unprecedented number of Americans reaching retirement age. This factor increases
population pressures along the coast as people choose to move there for retirement.
Another indicator of increased coastal population is building permits issued in coastal
counties. From 1999-2003, 2.8 million building permits were issued for the construction
of single-family housing units, 43 percent of the nation’s total (NOAA, 2004).
Hinrichsen (1999), who counts 772 coastal counties (defined as counties adjacent to the
Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, Gulf of Mexico and Great Lakes) states that by the year
2025, it is expected that nearly 75 percent of the nation’s populations will live in coastal
counties.
In the past, excessive human pressures, combined with nature- and humaninduced shoreline retreat, created a need for erosion control. An examination of the
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historical trends surrounding erosion control will inform the issue of shoreline
management.
Historical Trends
Prior to 1930, little concern existed for erosion control on the state or federal
government level. The only reflection in earlier federal policy related to safe navigation
and national defense on coastal waters in the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899. In the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, development and human populations in coastal
communities were not high enough to warrant recognition of shoreline retreat as a
possible problem. Platt (1985) noted that federal government interaction with the coast
on a broad level occurred in two forms prior to 1930: the Army Corps of Engineer’s work
with navigation improvements (such as the Intra-Coastal Waterway) in the mid-1800s,
and the early development of the National Seashore program at the turn of the twentieth
century, administered through the National Park Service. The Rivers and Harbors Act of
1899 gave the Army Corps responsibility for navigation projects and flood control on
coastal waters of the United States. The powers of the Army Corps have been rather
broadly interpreted from these original navigation improvement projects, and eventually
evolved to include shore protection as an extension of its civil works mission (NRC,
1995). Because most of the United States coastline is privately owned, acquisition of
land by the Federal government for the National Seashore system required a series of
statutes authorizing the National Park Service’s purchases (Platt, 1985). As the National
Seashores program evolved, Federal ownership of the seashores raised questions about
shoreline management issues. The National Park Service largely chose a “let nature have
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its way” approach, where they allowed natural erosion processes to occur unabated (Platt,
1985). Recognition of the negative effects of erosion began to appear as early as 1920
when two areas of serious erosion occurred in Cape May, NJ and Long
Branch/Monmouth, NJ (O’Brien, 1984). Great controversy ensued over the causes and
possible cures to remedy these problems and people became more familiar with the
erosion’s potential effects, especially in increasingly popular tourist regions such as Cape
May. In 1929, the Board on Sand Management and Beach Erosion formed, and studies
conducted by Douglas W. Johnson, coastal geologist and author of “Shore Processes &
Shoreline Development,” contributed to a response to erosion control on the national
level (O’Brien, 1984).
A federal level response came in 1930, when New Jersey requested that the Army
Corps of Engineers provide assistance for erosion control. In that same year, Congress
enacted Public Law 71-520, which authorized the Corps to embark on comprehensive
shore erosion studies through collaboration with state agencies (NRC, 1995). After this
law passed, the Army Corps created the Beach Erosion Board (BEB) with the intent to
address problems of beach erosion and storm damage (NRC, 1995; O’Brien, 1984).
The Beach Erosion Board’s early efforts concentrated on constructing hard
structures along shorelines, such as groins and bulkheads. They also recommended
artificial beach nourishment as an erosion control tool. Until the late 1940s, Federal
assistance from the Army Corps of Engineers continued in a planning and technical
fashion. The most common practice was construction of harder structures, such as the
seawalls, groins, and jetties found in Atlantic City, NJ; Ocean City, MD; and Miami
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Beach, FL. These hard structure attempts at erosion control were largely successful due
to the lack of development in the coastal areas that would have otherwise increased
pressures and exposed the faults of hard structures. (NRC, 1995)
In the years after World War II, the American way of life began to change. New
highway projects and higher rates of automobile ownership associated with increased per
capita income began to carry people out of the city to homes in commuter suburbs. More
expendable income resulted in greater leisure time, and the nation’s coastal areas became
increasingly valued for their recreational opportunities. Witnessing the great economic
development that could occur in these areas, coastal towns began to market themselves
more aggressively to tourists. This trend only accelerated through the 1950s and 60s, and
soon people began to view coastal regions of the US as places not only to vacation, but
also to create permanent year-round homes. This year-round trend began with older
generations retiring to coastal communities with favorable year-round climates, and has
expanded to include people of all ages favoring coastal communities in a variety of
climates. (Beatley, Brower & Schwab, 2002; NRC, 1995)
Beachfront construction in primary dune areas caused a demand for more erosion
relief from the federal government (NRC, 1995; NRC, 1990). Simultaneously, the
environmental movement began to take shape, resulting in the passage of the National
Environmental Policy Act (1970), and the Clean Air and Water Acts in the early 1970s.
These factors, combined with debates concerning federal land use and acknowledgement
of the need to protect shores from the damaging effects of development (NRC, 1995;
NRC, 1990; Kitsos, 1985). Existing statutes and institutions were not successfully
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controlling abuses on coastal resources, supported by 1964 findings that over one-quarter
of the nation’s salt marshes had been destroyed (Chasis, 1980).
Two significant results in the evolution of shoreline management emerged. First,
the Army Corps’ response to beach erosion shifted from one of hard structures to one of
beach nourishment along the beachfronts of resort communities. In 1963, the Coastal
Engineering Research Board (CERB) and the Coastal Engineering Research Center
(CERC) replaced the Beach Erosion Board. Both continue today, and CERB’s research
initiatives are carried out by CERC. Section 11 of the River and Harbor Act of 1968
specifically permitted the Army Corps to conduct beach erosion control work. Between
1936 and 1978, the Army Corps assisted coastal communities through construction of
approximately 75 coastal protection and beach restoration projects, reaching a total cost
of $109 million (in 1980 dollars). (Platt, 1985)
Second, the 1969 Stratton Commission recognized that conflicting use and
resource management in coastal areas were exceeding local government’s ability to
address them. In its seminal report “Our Nation and the Sea” (1969), the Commission
identified a need to develop a national ocean program based on the complexity of the
United States’ marine interests, current lack of orderly development for the many uses of
the sea, and a need for national action. The Commission recommended the formation of
the “National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association,” an independent, Federal agency.
The Stratton Commission believed that this agency would provide the solid base of
technology and science required in all areas of marine interest. Specifically in terms of
the coastal zone, the Commission stated that this area presented “some of the most urgent
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environmental problems and most immediate tangible opportunities for improvement.”
That said, the Commission acknowledged that the most serious barriers to successful
State action were the conflicting Federal, State, and local laws controlling certain coastal
zone activities, and the lack of appropriate laws and regulations for other activities with
equal importance. The Stratton Commission recommended that primary coastal
management responsibility be given to the States, with Federal legislation enacted that
would encourage and support the creation of State Coastal Zone Authorities. These state
authorities would be vested with powers to plan and regulate land and water uses and
acquire and develop land in the coastal zone. (Stratton Commission, 1969)
The history of shoreline management and erosion control techniques in the United
States is filled with instances of the Army Corps’ work to harden shores or make them
bigger. Federal policy largely catered to those two tasks, and individual states had little
to no control over the management of their shorelines. All of this changed in the early
1970s with the advent of coastal zone management.
Institutional Structures
Coastal Zone Management Act
In 1972 the Coastal Zone Management Act was signed into law, establishing a
federal-state partnership for coastal management, almost exactly as recommended by the
Stratton Commission three years earlier (NRC, 1995; Stratton Commission, 1969). The
CZMA introduced another institutional structure into the realm of coastal management
and adhered to the Stratton Commission’s recommendation of giving primary coastal
management responsibility to the States. The Act itself is one of the only federal land use
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programs that affects private property (Stratton Commission, 1969; Vernberg &
Vernberg, 2001).1
The Coastal Zone Management Act, in its original form, provides incentives for
coastal states to develop comprehensive coastal management programs. Kitsos (1985)
identifies three main components of the Coastal Zone Management Act that contributed
to its early success. First, the program was made voluntary for coastal states. Second,
the requirements in federal law were essentially process-oriented, giving more power to
the states. Third, swift participation by coastal states in the early stages of the Act helped
spawn early congressional support. The CZMA utilizes a “carrot” approach through
incentives that encourage states to participate in the program. (Godschalk & Cousins,
1985; Kitsos, 1985). There are grants administered to defray the cost of program
development and implementation, and Section 307 of the Act, requires any federal action
in the coastal zone to be consistent, to the maximum extent practicable, with the approved
state coastal management program. The latter element ensures predictability in the
coastal zone (Vernberg & Vernberg, 2001).
Despite these incentives a state may not qualify for program approval without a
sound shoreline management plan. Section 306 of the CZMA requires the Secretary to
find the following for program approval:
The management program includes each of the following required program
elements: A planning process for assessing the effects of, and studying and
evaluating ways to control, or lessen the impact of, shoreline erosion, and to
restore areas adversely affected by such erosion (Coastal Zone Management Act,
1972).

1

Section 404 of the Clean Water Act also regulates wetlands dredging and filling on private property.
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Therefore, a sound shoreline management plan is a necessary component of any state
coastal zone management program. Currently, 34 of the 35 eligible coastal states and
territories in the United States have approved coastal management programs (with Illinois
expected to gain approval in the near future) (NOAA, 2007). Every state with an
approved coastal zone management program must have planning and regulatory tools in
place to address the issues of erosion and ways to control or mitigate its impacts.
It is important to note that there are five possible ways that a coastal zone
management program can be set up in a state. They are: 1) direct, 2) direct/local coastal
program, 3) networked, 4) networked/local coastal program, 5) networked/regulatory
(Hershman, 1999). These variations in program setup make it difficult to analyze
programs on a national scale because information produced by the different approaches
differs greatly (Hershman, et al., 1999).
The Coastal Zone Management Act has undergone several amendments and
reauthorizations since its inception; these changes have incorporated important
modifications to the Act, largely strengthening its components and increasing its scope.
Amendments occurred in 1976, 1980, and 1996. Congress reauthorized the Act in 1985
and 1990 (Beatley, Brower, & Schwab, 2002). The 1976 amendments facilitated energy
facility siting and the 1980 amendments continued to focus attention on coastal states
incorporating national interests into their coastal planning programs. The 1990
reauthorization made major changes to the federal consistency provision, clarifying its
scope and application (Heinz Center, 2000).
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There are multiple additional institutional structures that directly or indirectly
govern coastal resources in the United States. A brief discussion of these will generate a
deeper understanding of the Coastal Zone Management Act’s role in shoreline
management.
Federal Level: Agencies
Army Corps of Engineers
As previously discussed, the Army Corps of Engineers was the primary federal
agency managing the beaches from the 1930s through the 1960s. In 1946, the Army
Corps received specific authorization for shore protection projects and it currently
continues its functions of coastal protection works, regulation of dredge and fill, and
navigation improvement (NRC, 1990; London, et al., 1981).
Federal Emergency Management Agency
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) works on the federal,
state, and local levels of government to aide in disaster mitigation, development of
response strategies to disasters, and administration of the National Flood Insurance
Program (NRC, 1995).
United States Geological Survey
The United States Geological Survey, as the nation’s earth science research
organization, administers the National Marine and Coastal Geology Program. The
USGS’s work in the field of coastal geology is largely related to mapping hazards,
resources, and information (NRC, 1995).
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Minerals Management Service
The Minerals Management Service, under the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act,
has the authority to negotiate with any person for Outer Continental Shelf resources for
use in a program of beach nourishment, shore protection, or coastal wetlands restoration
by a government agency (NRC, 1995).
United States Department of the Interior
The United States Department of the Interior manages all national parks and
national wildlife refuges, including national seashores (NRC, 1990).
Environmental Protection Agency
The Environmental Protection Agency regulates ocean dumping, research on sealevel rise, and discharges into waters of the United States, among others (NRC, 1990).
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association, the administrator of the
Coastal Zone Management Act, was established by executive order in 1970. In addition
to the Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management, which administers the Coastal
Zone Management Act, NOAA includes offices dedicated to weather, fisheries, and
satellites. (NOAA, 2008)
Federal Level: Environmental Policy/Tools
National Flood Insurance Act
FEMA’s Federal Insurance Administration administers the National Flood
Insurance Act of 1968. It provides subsidized insurance against damage by coastal
flooding to owners of real property (Vernberg & Vernberg, 2001). The National Flood
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Insurance Program is often identified as an incentive to build in sensitive coastal areas
where owners are otherwise unable or unwilling to purchase much more expensive
private flood insurance. Vernberg and Beatley, Brower, & Schwab note that the major
shortcoming of the NFIP is its failure to address long-term shoreline erosion and consider
the cost of expected erosion in flood insurance rates for coastal areas.
National Environmental Policy Act
The National Environmental Policy Act (1970) was one of the first modern-era
attempts by Congress to recognize the responsibility of the federal government in
protecting the environment. NEPA states that every action considered by the federal
government must take into account the project’s impacts on the environment by preparing
an environmental impact statement. NEPA laid the groundwork for even more
environmental legislation on the state and federal level. (Vernberg & Vernberg, 2001)
Clean Air Act
First passed in 1970, the Clean Air Act regulates air emissions from area,
stationary, and mobile sources (Beatley, Brower, & Schwab, 2002). Because the Clean
Air Act regulates air quality, implications for water quality are undeniably intertwined,
thus having an affect on coastal areas.
Clean Water Act
Passed in 1972, the Clean Water Act creates significant policy implications for
the coastal zone. Section 404, administered by the Army Corps of Engineers, is the
regulatory program established for wetlands and contains an anti-degradation clause that
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requires the government to protect existing uses supported by a water body (Heinz
Center, 2000; Platt, Beatley, and Miller, 1991).
National Marine Sanctuaries Program
The Marine Protection, Reserve, and Sanctuary Act of 1972 established the
National Marine Sanctuaries Program, which allows protection to nationally significant
marine areas (USCOP, 2004).
National Estuarine Research Reserve Program
Section 315 of the Coastal Zone Management Act established the NEER Program
in 1972. This program creates a national system of field laboratories with the purpose of
studying coastal ecosystems to gain information on the natural processes occurring in
America’s estuaries (USCOP, 2004). These reserves designate “geographic areas of
particular concern,” affording them more regulatory protection (Vernberg & Vernberg,
2001).
Federal Disaster Assistance
The Federal Disaster Protection Act was passed in 1973, and federal disaster
assistance is administered through FEMA and provides assistance to state and local
governments dealing with national disasters. This program increases incentive to build in
potentially hazardous areas by facilitating rebuilding and disaster response measures to
structures constructed in sensitive areas of the coast. (Beatley, Brower, & Schwab, 2002;
Vernberg & Vernberg, 2001)
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Coastal Barrier Resources Act
The Coastal Barrier Resources Act evolved from former President Carter’s
Coastal Programs Review and passed in 1982 (Heinz Center, 2000). The basic premise
of the program is that it reduces federal subsidies for the development of undeveloped
barrier islands and beaches, thus limiting incentives to develop them (USCOP, 2004).
National Estuary Program
The 1987 reauthorization of the Clean Water Act included the National Estuary
Program, which attempts to address water problems on a more regional basis by
identifying, protecting, and restoring nationally significant estuaries (Heinz Center,
2000).
Table 1 is a timeline of the policy and institutions affecting the coastal
environment, including those discussed in this section. It illustrates the abundance of
management mandates and management agencies that affect the coast.
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Table 1: Timeline of Policy and Institutions affecting the Coastal Environment
Adapted from the Heinz Center Coastal Hazards Report (2000)

Structural Shoreline Protection
*Flood Control Act (1936)
*Rivers and Harbors Act (1930)
* Beach Erosion Board (1930)

*CERC (1963)
*Shoreline Erosion Control
Demonstration Act (1974)
*Board of Engineers for Rivers
and Harbors (1963)

*Shoreline Protection
Act (1996)
*WRDA (2000)
*WRDA (1986)
*OMBWG (1996)

Planning Incentives
*CZMA (1990)
309 Program
*CZMA
(1972)
*CZMA (1980)
*NOAA (1970)
incl. erosion, SLR
*Stratton
Report
(1969)
Establishment of state CZM Programs
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------>

Withdrawal of Subsidies & Incentives
*CBRA
(1982)

*CBIA (1990)

*NPS Coastal
Barrier Inventory
*EO 11990 (1977)
*EO 11988 (1977)

Public Ownership & Land Management
*Nat. Environmental
*Coastal Barrier Resources Act (1982)
Policy Act (1970)
* National Marine Sanctuaries (1972)
*National Estuarine Research Reserve (1972)
*CWA Sec. 404& Clean Air Act (1972
NPS/FWS establish Nat. Seashores, Parks, Wildlife
Refuges, Recreation Areas, Reserves, etc.
*ESA (1973)
*National Estuary Program (1987)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- *NPS Report (1978)

Insurance & Disaster Assistance
*Nat. Flood
Ins., Miti. &
Erosion Mgmt
Act (1992)
*NFIA
(1956)

*FEMA (1979)
*NFIP (1968)
*FDPA (1973)

*NFIRA (1994)

*Southeast Hurricane
Relief Act (1965)
*FIA Report
(1977)

I
I
1930 1940

I
1950

I
1960

I
1970

I
1980
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*NRC Report
(1995)
*NRC Report
(1990)

I
1990

I
2000

I
2005

State Level Tools & Examples
The trends in shoreline management shifted after the establishment of the Coastal
Zone Management Act. Although the Army Corps’ hard structure and nourishment
approaches continued to be important pieces of erosion control, coastal zone management
brought in a third approach largely based on regulatory and planning tools. State action
in coastal zone management is a two-part process. On a broad scale the federal
government sets the guidelines; on a more narrow scale the state then has flexibility
within those guidelines to use coastal zone management techniques that fit its unique
characteristics and needs. There are several trends currently emerging on the national
level.
When considering how to manage the shoreline, there are three general
approaches recognized: (1) protect the shoreline, (2) retreat from the shoreline, and (3)
accommodate erosion and shoreline change (Deyle, 2007; Titus, 2007). Protecting the
shoreline includes traditional armoring and structural reinforcement like those projects
completed by the Army Corps in the early twentieth century. Retreat uses tools such as
the rolling easement and setback lines to encourage development to move back from the
shoreline as it erodes (Deyle, 2007). The third approach, accommodation, suggests shortterm accommodation by elevating structures and/or the land, and longer-term approaches
such as setbacks, prohibiting development, and aboveground infrastructure (Id). Within
these three general approaches, there are multiple techniques and tools used to implement
each, and there are four frameworks within which to do this on the state level: (1)
regulatory measures, (2) planning tools, (3) direct land management, restoration, and
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acquisition, and (4) information provision, i.e. disclosure and mapping (Heinz Center,
2000). This study focuses on planning and regulatory tools, because they are the tools
most often associated with specific beachfront management plans and fall within the
retreat or accommodation categories of shoreline management approach. After many
coastal states established successful coastal zone management programs in the 1970s and
early 1980s, they began to experiment with the planning and regulatory tools available to
them and tailor their coastal zone management programs to their individual state needs.
North Carolina’s coastal zone management program contains an Oceanfront
Setback Law that was passed in 1974 and remains one of the strictest programs in the
nation for setback regulations (Heinz Center, 2000; Bernd-Cohen & Gordon, 1999).2 The
setbacks are based on average annual erosion rates, natural site features, and the nature of
proposed development (Bernd-Cohen & Gordon, 1999). The North Carolina Coastal
Resources Commission (CRC) established a 30-year setback for small structures and a
60-year setback for large structures, measured from the “first line of stable vegetation”
(Beatley, Brower, & Schwab, 2002). In addition to the setback lines, the CRC banned
shore-hardening devices such as seawalls and construction in coastal hazard areas; the
combined authority of these methods, in addition to other regulations, form one of the
most venerable beachfront management policies in the country (Beatley, Brower, &
Schwab, 2002; Heinz Center, 2000).
In 1988 South Carolina adopted its Beachfront Management Act. The resulting
Beachfront Management Plan used a variety of regulatory and planning tools (including a

2

The setback law was incorporated into the coastal program in 1978 and amended in 1981.
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fixed setback line) applied largely to new construction and rebuilding after coastal storms
(Platt, Beatley, & Miller, 1991). It also required beachfront management plans be
established by local governments, a review of the setback baseline after a certain period
of time, and restrictions on rebuilding after storms (Vernberg & Vernberg, 2001; EPA,
1995). South Carolina’s Beachfront Management Plan is recognized as one of the best in
the nation at informing the public of the hazards of building along the shore (Vernberg &
Vernberg, 2001).
Rhode Island’s coastal program takes a slightly different approach than
North or South Carolina, managing the shoreline by regulating defined coastal features
(Bernd-Cohen & Gordon, 1999). A coastal zoning system designates permissible
activities in six different zones based on water classifications and the characteristics of
the contiguous shoreline (Bernd-Cohen & Gordon, 1999; EPA, 1995). Responses to
erosion then vary according to each category. The Rhode Island coastal program also
utilizes critical erosion areas, standard setbacks applicable to all shorelines, post-storm
planning, and coastal buffer zones (EPA, 1995).
Delaware’s Beach Preservation Act controls land use on beaches and dunes by
designating a two-tiered coastal zone with a ‘coastal strip’ that delineates special zoning
protection from certain types of development (NOAA, 2007). The state deems that
construction not in compliance with the Beach Preservation Act is a public nuisance, and
recommends strategic retreat from the shoreline by implementing post-storm plans,
advocating land use compatible with beach preservation goals (e.g. fishing, camps,
recreational uses, or conservation easements), and “planned obsolescence” (EPA, 1995).
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Delaware’s beach preservation program is an example of a beachfront management
program that incorporates incentives, different types of plans (including land-use
planning and hazards planning), control areas, and other regulatory tools to form a multifaceted management system.
These examples are just a sampling of the many combinations of regulatory and
planning tools used in shoreline management across the coastal United States. Other
coastal states such as Texas, New Jersey, and Maryland all utilize unique combinations of
regulations and planning to manage their shorelines. According to findings from BerndCohen and Gordon’s 1999 study of coastal management, regulatory tools are the most
significant tools applied nationwide because the volume of beachfront land in private
ownership limits other approaches (Bernd-Cohen & Gordon, 1999).3 Of the 29 coastal
states studied by Bernd-Cohen and Gordon in the late 1990s, 23 employ setbacks from
the shoreline, 27 regulate shoreline activities to protect critical habitat, 28 regulate
shoreline stabilizations, and 28 use planning tools to designate and protect specific
shoreline resources. Examples of specific regulatory tools include control areas,
setbacks, restriction of armoring, access, and construction, permit compliance, local
planning, special area planning, and habitat protection (Heinz Center, 2000). These and
others form a “toolbox” of shoreline management techniques. These techniques continue
to develop in response to emerging trends and issues in coastal communities.

3

Approximately seventy percent of United States coastline is privately owned (Bernd-Cohen & Gordon,
1999).
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Current Shoreline Management Practices
Shoreline management has experienced continuous evolution over the past few
centuries. Coastal zone management in the 1970s and beachfront management plans
containing regulatory and planning tools provided a solid basis of knowledge and
initiatives for shoreline management. States developed their own approaches by
combining management techniques in attempt to find the best formula for coastal
management in their state, and have now spent almost forty years experimenting,
implementing, and evaluating. Shoreline management policy is now poised at a critical
precipice. Several new issues with the potential to greatly influence shoreline
management effectiveness and individual states’ policy responses have been emerging on
the national level since 2000.
The first involves reevaluating coastal zone management as the CZMA
approaches reauthorization (conducted by NOAA and the Coastal States Organization).
The second is a movement to develop effectiveness criteria (conducted by NOAA). The
third issue incorporates new techniques and ideas into management plans after
considering the cumulative effects of sea level rise, climate change, and coastal hazards.
This section will examine each of these trends and identify their possible implications for
shoreline management on the state level.
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CZMA Evaluations
A yearlong process that ended in September 2007 conducted by NOAA and the
Coastal States Organization identified the major concerns and focus areas for the
reauthorization of the Coastal Zone Management Act based on coastal manager
interviews, stakeholder meetings, and an extensive program evaluation. The resulting
article, “Envisioning our Coastal Future,” (2007) identifies concerns that will guide
NOAA and the Coastal States Organization as each organization drafts its legislative
proposals for reauthorizing the CZMA; the article also aides in determining the directions
that coastal zone management is currently taking in the United States. The study resulted
in four cornerstones and thirteen core principles for the CSO and NOAA to consider.
These cornerstones and principles are general in purpose (e.g. “Promote special area
planning and management for resources of particular concern” and “Retain states’
rights through federal consistency”).
Phase II of the study contains interviews conducted with 35 state coastal zone
management officials from 33 of the 34 approved state coastal programs. These
interviews identified their perspectives, their current and/or emerging coastal priorities,
and their recommendations for how specific areas of coastal zone management may be
improved. Managers stated that they employ a wide range of tools, tending to use
planning and program guidance more frequently than incentive-based mechanisms. The
study acknowledges that growth and its associated land use changes in coastal regions of
the United States is the most cited concern of coastal managers, and the top priority in
program management. This reinforces the idea that sound management in a time of
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increased growth pressures is incredibly important, but the interviews did not present an
analysis of how regulatory and planning tools may influence this growth. The results of
these interviews, and the CZMA evaluations as a whole, while very useful to coastal zone
management for broad program analysis and identification of concerns goes into little
detail concerning shoreline management specifically. (NOAA, 2007)
Effectiveness Criteria
Between 1995 and 1997, NOAA’s OCRM office, in partnership with the National
Sea Grant Program, commissioned a study that evaluated how well state coastal
management programs in the United States were implementing five of the core objectives
of the Coastal Zone Management Act (Hershman, 1999). One of these five objectives
was the protection of beaches, dunes, bluffs, and rocky shores, which is directly
influenced by shoreline management (Id). Each objective was the subject of intense
review, and resulted in 5 articles analyzing each of the objectives.
Measuring effectiveness of the coastal zone management program is a decidedly
difficult task; it has been attempted in over sixty published peer-reviewed studies since
1975 (NCMP, 2006). These studies can be grouped into four classes: (1) conceptual
studies that address how to do CZM evaluations, (2) studies evaluating and describing the
performance of the national program, (3) expert opinions and assessment of state coastal
programs, and (4) the impact of coastal regulatory and planning decisions (Id). However,
these previous studies only examined process outputs (e.g. the number and type of laws
passed by a state, or permits issued and denied). The 1995-1997 “Effectiveness” studies,
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as they are often referred to, attempted instead to assess program outcomes from a
national perspective. For the purposes of their study, ‘effectiveness’ was defined as:
The impact of the state coastal management programs relative to the
objectives of the Coastal Zone Management Act as measured by “on-theground” outcomes of coastal zone management program actions and
decisions, the processes used to achieve the outcomes, and the relative
importance given to the issue by the coastal zone management program.
The outcomes of this study are a potentially useful tool in evaluating shoreline
management techniques and trends and their success up to 1997. The article from the
study that addressed shoreline management most specifically (“State Coastal Program
Effectiveness in Protecting Natural Beaches, Dunes, Bluffs, and Rocky Shores,” 1999)
presents an overview of the states’ regulatory and planning tools and identifies seven
tools as process indicators of effectiveness. These tools are: coastal setbacks, coastal
construction control areas, shoreline stabilization regulations, access restrictions, habitat
protection and other controls, permit tracking and enforcement provisions, and adopted
plans. The article offers little comparison between approaches or states, but rather
provides a survey of the states and their tools using the aforementioned indicators. The
report recognizes the lack of planning outcome information and the need for states to
collect data on content and implementation success of plans. This study provides a sound
basis for beginning to evaluate shoreline management, but generates two new issues.
First—it is outdated. The Effectiveness studies were carried out from 1995-1997, and
over the course of the past ten years new trends and concerns have emerged in shoreline
management. Second, a more elaborate element of comparison would be beneficial for in
depth analysis of what is and is not working in some coastal states.
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The late-1990s Effectiveness studies have resulted in another initiative measuring
effectiveness, the National Coastal Management Performance Measurement System
(NCMPMS) being administered by NOAA. The NCMPMS uses an adaptive
management strategy to quantify successes at state and national levels based on seven
specific performance indicators (NCMP, 2004). These indicators are: coastal hazards,
coastal community development, coastal habitats, coastal dependent uses, government
coordination and decision making, coastal water quality, and public access (Id). Each of
these indicator categories will use socioeconomic and environmental contexts applicable
to that category to identify outcomes and outputs of selected sub-indicators specific to
each performance indicator (Id). The development of this performance measurement
system has significant implications for evaluating coastal management. It is a needed
system that will bring quantifiable research to the table for evaluating successes and
failures of the many areas of coastal zone management, including shoreline management.
Both the Effectiveness studies and the NCMPMS initiative recognize the difficulty of
gauging one state’s success over another due to the differences in coastal management
program structure at the state level, but the NCMPS initiative may be the most complete
attempt thus far. NOAA plans to produce three regularly-issued reports for this program:
an annual progress report, a triennial performance measurement report analyzing trends
in data, and a triennial state of the coast report that documents that status and trends of
coastal and estuarine indicators (Id). NOAA hopes that this information will aid states in
tracking coastal resources and management outcomes through the performance
measurement system to facilitate assessment of the effectiveness of management actions
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and programs (Id). There is a phased implementation process in place that has collected
data from two of the performance measures each year from 2005 through 2007 (NCMP,
2004).4 NCMP hoped to have this data gathered for each of the seven performance
measures for one year each by the end of 2007 (NCMP, 2004). The NCMP reflects
significant strides made in evaluating coastal management effectiveness. As program
implementation continues, it will assemble a good basis of data for states to evaluate, but
it is currently still in the beginning stages of implementation. Not all reports have been
issued on the time scale purported, and it will take some time to build up base of trends
that can be analyzed.
Thus far, no study has attempted what would certainly be a useful supplement to
these effectiveness studies: a sophisticated comparison study that takes into account state
program’s inherent structural differences, the shoreline management tools they are
employing, and the emerging trends.
Sea Level Rise, Climate Change, & Coastal Hazards
The issue of erosion control has become increasingly pertinent over the past two
decades because the effects of several important related problems are gaining more
attention. These three problems, climate change, sea level rise, and coastal hazards, have
for many years each undergone extensive scientific analysis. Their relation to erosion in
coastal environments is undeniable, and the three problems are interdependent.

4

The NCMP laid this out at follows: for 2005 it gathered data on Public access and Government
coordination & decision-making; for 2006 it gathered data on coastal habitats and coastal water quality; and
for 2007 it gathered data on Coastal hazards and Coastal dependent uses & community development.
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Climate Change
There is strong consensus among the scientific community that the climate is
changing (Pew Center, 2007). In their most recent report, the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change stated with very high confidence that the globally averaged net effect of
human activities has been increased warming (IPCC, 2007; Pew Center, 2007). The
effects of these climate change trends on the coastal zone are numerous—in the late 20th
century, increased incidence of extreme high sea level post-1960, coupled with high
confidence that the rate of observed sea level rise has increased from the nineteenth to
twentieth centuries leads one to associate climate change directly with sea level height in
the coastal zone (Id). These consequences result in sea level rise gradually inundating
coastal areas, which causes an increase in erosion and flooding from coastal storms,
increased flood risk, stronger hurricanes, and increased biodiversity threats (Deyle,
2007). Although the IPCC’s official recognition of climate change and human’s effects
have increased attempts at reducing greenhouse gas emissions, man’s past contributions
have already created ramifications that we will continue to see in the future. Seventeen
coastal states have already created climate action plans that address ways to mitigate and
combat the negative effects of climate change, and four coastal states are currently
developing plans (Pew Center, 2007).5 However, very few of these plans address sea
level rise as a major concern of climate change (Deyle, et al., 2007). Furthermore, Deyle
states that most coastal managers do not have any explicit responsibility to consider long5

Coastal states with climate action plans in place are: Washington, Oregon, California, Hawaii, Illinois,
Alabama, North Carolina, Delaware, Maryland, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, New York, Connecticut, Rhode
Island, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Maine. South Carolina, Florida, Alaska, and Wisconsin are
currently developing plans.
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term problems such as climate change, or its associated effects, in their work. This fact
creates a profound need for recognition of climate change’s effects in the coastal zone,
and incorporation of management techniques that address these impacts into shoreline
management plans.
Sea Level Rise
As discussed earlier, sea level rise is a predisposed geologic condition; it would
occur regardless of human influence. Ocean levels have always fluctuated in accordance
with global temperature change (Titus, 1989). During the ice ages, the earth was 9°F
colder than today and much of the ocean water was frozen in glaciers (Id). At this time,
sea level was usually more than 300 feet below its present level (Id). However, during
the last interglacial period (approximately 100,000 years ago) average temperature was
approximately 2°F warmer than today and the sea level was approximately 20 feet higher
than its current level (Id). Global sea level rise then rose about 394 feet during the
several millennia that followed the end of the last ice age (approximately 21,000 years
ago) and then stabilized between 3,000 and 2,000 years ago (IPCC, 2007 (Sea Level
Rise)). After that, global sea level did not change significantly from then until the late
nineteenth century (IPCC, 2007 (Sea Level Rise)). This worldwide sea level rise is
distinguishable from relative sea level rise and sea level rise caused by the greenhouse
effect (Titus). Climate change does alter worldwide sea level but the rate of sea level rise
relative to a particular coast is of greater practical importance (Titus). Furthermore, the
greenhouse effect will most likely not raise the sea level by the same amount everywhere
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because removal of water from the ice sheets of the world will alter the earth’s center of
gravity and redistribute the oceans’ water.
It is strongly agreed that the rate at which sea level rise is occurring is much faster
than if all human effects were removed (Pew Center, 2007). Critiques of the IPCC report
argue that the panel’s projections of global eustatic sea level rise are too conservative
because they neglect the potential for much higher sea level rise due to accelerated
melting of Greenland and West Antarctic ice sheets as the result of climate change
(Deyle, et al., 2007). As such, sea level rise will have four major impacts concerning
comprehensive planning: (1) inundation and shoreline recession, (2) increased flooding
from severe weather events, (3) saltwater contamination of ground water and surface
water supplies, and (4) elevated coastal water tables (Id). These impacts have major
implications for the coastal zone. They require changes in land use that account for
varying scenarios and management tools that can implement the changes.
Coastal Hazards
Coastal hazards affect the coastal zone through damaging floods, high winds, and
heavy precipitation. Although the coastal regions of the United States have always been
sensitive to coastal hazards such as storms and hurricanes, these events were often
thought to be relatively infrequent. The devastating effects of recent hurricanes such as
Andrew and Katrina have shifted thinking. The scientific community and general public
began to acknowledge the grave effects of increased coastal hazards and especially their
increase related to climate change. The 2000 Heinz Center Erosion Hazards report
presents policy options for eroding areas specifically focused on reformation of the
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National Flood Insurance Program. It is a useful study for land use and shoreline
management options linked with climate change and sea level rise.
As concerns increase regarding sea level rise, climate change and, coastal hazards,
the national assessment and CZMA reevaluation do not provide all of the analysis needed
for effectively examining the shoreline management toolbox. There is a clear need for a
comparative state assessment and analysis of existing and future shoreline management
strategies to give coastal managers a comprehensive evaluation of the past, current, and
emerging trends in shoreline management.
Remaining Questions
The scope of coastal management is very broad; the governance of the coast,
while largely piecemeal, has developed quite a bit since its early beginnings in the 1930s.
Shoreline management evolved from an approach that advocated only hard structures, to
one that included beach nourishment, and eventually, regulatory approaches. This
evolution shaped the current state of shoreline management as it exists today: increased
scientific recognition and knowledge of climate change, sea level rise, and coastal
hazards are coupled with ever-increasing development pressures resulting in heightened
interest for sound ways to manage the shoreline. Anticipation and mitigation of these
problems as advanced by reevaluation of the Coastal Zone Management Act and studies
on effectiveness yield a need for a comprehensive, comparative analysis of shoreline
management framework and tools on an individual state level. This analysis will inform
state and local managers of current trends, successes, and failures throughout the country
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and the best practices to manage coastal resources while maintaining economic
opportunity in the coastal zone.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS
Explanation of Research Design
Each state’s coastal zone is defined by the state itself. Therefore, the coastal zone
varies from state to state and may be very extensive (as is the case in Louisiana with
7,721 miles of coast) or not very extensive (in the case of Illinois with 63 miles of coast)
(NOAA OCRM, 2008). Consequently, the project methodology analyzed and accounted
for the inherent differences in coastal states and coastal state management to answer the
research questions. For the purposes of this study, a coastal state is defined as one that
borders the Atlantic or Pacific Ocean, Gulf of Mexico, or Great Lakes.
Method One: Background Assessment
The first component of the methodology identified the physical configuration in
each state’s coastal area. There are seven possible geographic shoreline types, and each
state may have more than one type. These are: crystalline bedrock, eroding bluffs and
cliffs, pocket beaches between headlands, strandplain beaches, barrier islands, coral reef
and mangrove, coastal wetlands, and deltaic coasts (adapted from NRC, 1990). The
geographic types were identified for each state and then grouped according to their
predominant shoreline types. Many states have more than one predominant shoreline
type. Ten of the twenty-five states consulted for this study have one predominant
shoreline type. Three states listed two predominant shoreline types, and eleven states
listed three or more predominant shoreline types (see Table 2). Coastal geography is
integral to shoreline management because shoreline types respond differently to the same
strategies. For example, coral reefs and mangroves that are ill suited for development do
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not experience the same development pressure as a strandplain beach that has flat land
conducive to development. Therefore, using a fixed setback to control development on
the beach will work well for a strandplain beach but not coral reefs and mangroves.
Table 2: Predominant Shoreline Types for each State

State
Alabama
California
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Illinois

Predominant Shoreline Type(s)
Barrier island spits
Eroding bluffs and cliffs
Pocket beaches between headlands
Strandplain beaches
Barrier island spits
Barrier island spits
Eroding bluffs and cliffs, Coastal reef and mangrove
Eroding bluffs and cliffs, Pocket beaches between headlands

Indiana

Eroding bluffs and cliffs, Pocket beaches between headlands,
Strandplain beaches
Coastal wetlands
Crystalline bedrock, Eroding bluffs and cliffs, Pocket beaches
and headlands, barrier islands spits, coastal wetlands

Louisiana
Maine

Maryland
Michigan

Eroding bluffs and cliffs, Coastal wetlands
Strandplain beaches, Coastal wetlands, Eroding bluffs and cliffs

Minnesota

Crystalline bedrock, Eroding bluffs and cliffs, Strandplain
beaches
Barrier island spits, Coastal wetlands
Pocket beaches between headlands
Strandplain beaches, Barrier island spits, Coastal wetlands
Barrier island spits
Eroding bluffs and cliffs, Pocket beaches between headlands,
Coastal wetlands
Eroding bluffs and cliffs, Pocket beaches between headlands,
Strandplain beaches
Eroding bluffs and cliffs, Delaware estuary
Crystalline bedrock, Eroding bluffs and cliffs, Pocket beaches
and headlands, barrier islands spits, coastal wetlands

Mississippi
New Hampshire
New Jersey
North Carolina
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island

South Carolina
Texas
Wisconsin

Strandplain beaches, Barrier island spits, Coastal wetlands
Barrier island spits
Eroding bluffs and cliffs, Coastal wetlands
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Shoreline geography clearly influences development and the ability to safely
accommodate population growth in coastal areas. But with such an amenity, people may
ignore the natural topography or increase density in more easily developed areas. So the
second component of the background assessment determined the development,
redevelopment, and population pressures in the coastal zone for each state. Population
pressures were analyzed using United States Census data of coastal counties from 2000
and 2006 (projected). Development and redevelopment pressures were ascertained
through the third methodological tool, a survey instrument administered to coastal
managers. Coastal managers rated current development/redevelopment pressures based
on a 5-point Likert scale, with 1 being ‘No development pressure’ and 5 being ‘Extreme
development pressure’. Determination of development, redevelopment, and population
pressures gives specific context to shoreline management for each state, controlling for
differences in shoreline length, and can also demonstrate the performance of shoreline
management tools (i.e. how well these tools are controlling development).
The institutional structure of a state’s coastal management program may affect
shoreline management’s effectiveness and can help explain why certain methods of
shoreline management are chosen over others in a particular state. As mentioned in
Chapter Two, there are five possible institutional coastal management structures:
1. Direct: a single state agency regulates
2. Direct/LCP: a single state agency regulates but may delegate power to a local
government under a local coastal program [LCP]
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3. Networked: a single state agency coordinates the activities of other state and local
agencies who have regulatory power
4. Networked/LCP: same as Networked with the addition of enforceable LCP
5. Networked/Regulatory: a lead state agency shares regulatory authority with other
state agencies (Hershman, 1999).
The associated structure was identified for each state and confirmed in the surveys.
Method Two: Legal Research
Legal research is a crucial part of this study because it provides the regulatory
framework for state coastal management. Each coastal state’s statutes, rules and
regulations, and plans that affect shoreline management were compiled. Statutes are
distinguished from the rules and regulations in that the legislature adopts the statute, and
the management agency put in charge by that legislation interprets the legislation,
generating regulations to implement legislative intent. Some states have a great deal of
statutes and/or rules and regulations that can be difficult to locate. The sheer quantity of
differences also causes significant variation between states. For example, California has
three different acts dealing with coastal management, totaling 1,800 statute sections.
Michigan, on the other hand, has one executive order. Furthermore, plans can be difficult
to locate for each state and vary in terms of scope. These variations illustrate the state’s
discretion under Section 306 of the Coastal Zone Management Act. Provisions for
shoreline management can be spread out across several separate statutes or organized into
one chapter; it is left up to each state’s volition to determine how to implement its
shoreline management planning.
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After compilation, the statutes, rules and regulations/administrative codes, and
plans (where available) were analyzed in two matrices. The first matrix comes from each
of the states’ statutes, rules, and regulations (Appendix B). In the second matrix there is a
dual purpose: to ascertain if there is specificity in the statutes and rules that are guiding
the plans, and to verify what is said during surveys of the coastal managers. This matrix
also allows analysis of connections between the statutes, rules, regulations, and plans.
Method Three: Coastal Manager Survey
The third methodology component, a survey interview conducted with coastal
managers of each state, had two purposes: (1) to gather information not available in the
codes (e.g. innovations, costs, and information on data) and (2) to expose discrepancies
with codes and examine perceptions of the programs (as compared to independent
assessment through just the codes).
Survey Design
The coastal manager survey was designed for administration over the phone in
order to gain insight from each coastal manager by encouraging him or her to elaborate
on certain answers and clarify certain responses where needed. The survey used a
combination of a 5-point Likert scale, open-ended, and multiple-choice questions. It
contained fourteen questions, some of which were broken into smaller components. The
survey was designed to take fifteen to thirty minutes in a phone conversation, depending
on how much elaboration each coastal manger chose to give for his or her responses.
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Survey Content
The survey addressed the categories of: Coastal Characteristics and Shoreline
Management Tools, Shoreline Management Planning and Regulations, Data and Funding
Contributions to Shoreline Management, and Innovations and Future Directions for
Shoreline Management. Survey participants were assured that no state would be
identifiable in questions that could be potentially incriminating. Questions with
potentially incriminating answers were broken into one group of the survey (Shoreline
Management Planning and Regulations, Questions 7-9) with an identifying label this
stating that results would only be disseminated in aggregate format and that no state
would be identifiable (see survey, Appendix A).
Survey Administration
The head coastal manager from all thirty coastal states was contacted via e-mail
and phone.6 The e-mail included a letter explaining the South Carolina Shoreline Change
Initiative and the Strom Thurmond Institute’s role with the Shoreline Change Study. The
e-mail also included a copy of the survey for managers to review. Coastal managers were
then reached by phone to schedule an appointment time to conduct the survey. Not all
interviews were conducted with the head coastal manager; in some cases another member
of the coastal management staff responded or the coastal manager and another coastal
management staff member completed the survey together (see Table 3). Five states were
unable to participate at this time: Alaska, Massachusetts, New York, Virginia, and
Washington, for a response rate of twenty-five out of thirty coastal states.
6

This included Illinois, which does not currently have a federally approved coastal management program
but has had one in the past and continues to manage its shoreline in some ways.
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Table 3: Coastal Manager Survey Respondents

State

Alabama
California
Connecticut
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Illinois
Indiana
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Michigan
Minnesota

Interview conducted
with coastal
manager
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Mississippi
New Hampshire

Interview conducted
Interview conducted
with coastal
with other coastal
manager and other
management staff
coastal management
person(s)
staff person(s)

X
X

New Jersey

X

North Carolina

X

Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania

X
X
X

Rhode Island

X

South Carolina
Texas
Wisconsin

X
X
X

Summary
This triangulated methodological approach generated a comprehensive view of
elements needed to answer the research questions. The output from these methods will
be analyzed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER FOUR: ANALYSIS, IMPLICATIONS, AND FINDINGS
Summary of Findings
The legal matrices and coastal manager survey formed the basis of materials to be
analyzed and provide a rich dataset for analysis. This study does not completely mine the
dataset, instead focusing analysis to specifically answer the research questions and
concluding with possible additional questions and analysis strategies. Chapter Two
answered the first research question by examining the past, current, and emerging trends
in shoreline management. This chapter will answer last two research questions (1) What
are the program structures, regulatory framework, and planning tools used in coastal
states; and (2) What are current and emerging approaches for addressing shoreline
management? Examination of shoreline management plans is the first step in
determining the approaches used in each state for shoreline management.
Shoreline Management Plans
Shoreline management plans can be manifested in a variety of forms and there are
varying ideas as to what constitutes a shoreline management plan. Part of the variation in
shoreline management plans has to do with different interpretations of ‘beach’ and
‘shoreline’ and associated terms that have similar and sometimes interchangeable
definitions. Even states that do not claim to have a shoreline management plan do in fact
use many of the tools that comprise such a plan; these tools could instead be promulgated
in the state’s statutes, rules and regulations, or other plans not specifically denoted as a
shoreline management plan. For this study, a shoreline management plan is defined as an
overarching plan to manage all coastal areas of the state in place and available to the
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public. Currently, three states have an overarching shoreline management plan in place.
South Carolina has a Beachfront Management Plan that is a result of the Beachfront
Management Act the state passed in 1988. Rhode Island has a series of special area
management plans that manage the shoreline, and Texas has an erosion control plan
entitled “Texas Coastwide Erosion Response Plan.” The remaining twenty-two states
consider their shoreline management plan to exist in combination of their statutes, rules
and regulations, and plans. By establishing which states have shoreline management
plans, I was able to determine how having a plan affects management and how the
absence of one may limit a state’s ability to efficiently and effectively manage the
shoreline. Having a shoreline management plan in place allows a coastal state to manage
its shoreline in an organized manner on the state level by incorporating mandates from
the statutes, rules, and regulations into one document available to a variety of users.
Institutional Structure and Statutes, Rules, Regulations, and Plans
The statutes, rules, and regulations mandate whether a state has a plan, leading to
a more comprehensive analysis of provisions for shoreline management in each state.
Evaluation of the connection between each of these documents determined where any
disjoints in management may occur. One way was to evaluate the connection between
documents was to compare the quantity of regulatory tools with the institutional
structures. In this case, there does not appear to be a relationship between abundance of
statutes, rules, regulations, and plans and institutional structure. Eleven states (a majority)
have one main statute governing shoreline management. Three states have two statutes,
and nine states have three or more statutes. The amount of statues, and number of code
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sections for both the statutes and the administrative codes vary significantly from state to
state and within institutional frameworks. For example, Rhode Island, South Carolina,
Michigan, and New Jersey are all Direct programs, where a single state agency regulates
coastal management. New Jersey has 485 sections of administrative codes, while
Michigan has five. Furthermore, the abundance of statutes affecting shoreline
management varies from one to five between these states. Similar trends are seen within
the other four institutional structures. This suggests that institutional structure does not
play a direct part in the amount of statutes, rules, regulations, and plans that a state has.
Existing Strategies in Place
In the survey, coastal managers were asked to identify shoreline management
tools used in his or her respective state from a list of nineteen tools adapted from a list in
“Encyclopedia of Coastal Science” (2005). The tools were broken into the categories of
hard stabilization tools, soft stabilization tools, and modification of development tools
(Table 4). The list included an opportunity for coastal managers to list other tools used in
his or her state that were not found on the list. The results in Table 4 include both the
survey list and those added by interviewees. These results were verified by the matrix
research, which examined the statutes, rules and regulations, and plans for reference to
these tools (Appendix C). These provisions were then noted in the second matrix. Legal
research contributed to this analysis component by verifying the tools in use (as cited by
coastal managers) and locating the references to each tool in each state’s statutes, rules
and regulations, and plans. The legal research also examined each state’s statutes for
reference to erosion and erosion control. Of those surveyed, eighteen states refer to
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erosion and erosion control in their coastal management statutes. For the majority of
states, erosion control is a focus in their statutes, meaning that it should also be
incorporated into rules, regulations, and plans. As discussed in Chapter Two, the
incredible growth pressures occurring in coastal areas of the United States oftentimes
impinge upon the control of erosion and the resulting policies guiding it.
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Table 4: Existing Shoreline Management Tools Used by Coastal States
Tool
Hard Stabilization
Seawalls
Bulkheads
Jetties
Revetments
Groins
Soft Stabilization
Beach nourishment
Bulldozing/Scraping
Increasing sand dune volume
Vegetation
Modification of development
Post-hazard event reconstruction limits
Building elevation
Low-density development/density restrictions
Utility and service line location
Abandonment
Relocation
Fixed setbacks
Rolling setbacks
Zoning in hazardous areas (including guidelines for new construction)
Land Acquisition
Other tools
Permitting program that discourages creation of fast land
Overarching regulatory permit program
Local level ordinances
Local level beach management plans
Detached breakwaters
Dynamic revetments (berms)
Erosion hazard risk zones
Watershed zoning
Education at local level
Incentive-based setbacks
Wetland buffers
Riparian zones
Flood hazard area criteria
Technical advisory service
Acquisition of development rights
Local government training and education
Design, modification, and placement criteria for shoreline
protection structures
Interstate consistency for dredging
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Number of States Using Tool
19
19
23
21
18
24
18
16
23
10
20
10
7
6
10
15
10
13
17
10
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Development/Redevelopment Pressures
While growth pressures vary from region-to-region and state-to-state, coastal
regions of the United States will generally continue to experience intense increases in
population growth over the next few decades. The coastal manager survey demonstrated
that every state has at least moderate development or redevelopment pressure in some
area of its coastal zone. In the survey, managers were asked to rate the
development/redevelopment pressure currently experienced in their state’s coastal zone
on a 5-point Likert scale, with 1 being no development pressure and 5 being extreme
development pressure. The average pressure experienced by states as rated by managers
at present is 3.8, which falls closest to 4 on the Likert scale (significant development
pressure).
Several states have disparate ratings for different parts of their coastline. These
states are Delaware, Pennsylvania, Georgia, and Louisiana. The Delaware shoreline
consists of seventy-seven percent state-owned land. In this area there is little to no
development pressure. In Pennsylvania, growth pressure was described as slight (2 on
Likert scale) on its Lake Erie shoreline and significant (4 on Likert scale) on its Delaware
Bay shores. This difference is attributed somewhat to the geology of bluffs and cliffs
along Lake Erie and also the high percentage (thirty-three percent) of agricultural land
use. Georgia only has four barrier island beaches accessible by car, and for those islands
development pressure is extreme (5 on Likert scale). But for the remaining nine barrier
islands managed by federal or state government, there is no development pressure (1 on
Likert scale). For these three states, development pressure is limited where state or
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federal government acquired the land. Louisiana’s growth pressure variation is generated
by different land uses, not land types. Louisiana rated its growth pressure as extreme (5
on Likert scale) for the land uses of oil, gas, port, and energy but rated its pressure for
residential development only moderate (3 on Likert scale). It is important to note that
except in these cases, no state rated its development pressure as anything less than
significant (3 on Likert scale). All states feel that they are experiencing some level of
development pressure but land areas owned by the state or federal government experience
significantly less pressure no pressure at all. This suggests that land acquisition is one of
the most powerful tools a state can used to protect coastal areas from increased growth.
This places a greater emphasis on the need for shoreline management strategies that help
control growth rather than just protect the shore as it continues to experience more
growth.
Table 5 takes into account both development/redevelopment pressure and the
percent change in persons per mile of coastline in each state from 2000-2006. In this
case, miles of coastline are the total miles of coastline for each state, based on each
state’s individual definition of its coastal zone. This is compared with the change in
population of states based on coastal county population from 2000 to 2006 (US Census).7
Coastal managers of some states did rate development as falling between two numbers on
the Likert scale. These states display a development/redevelopment pressure-rating
ending in 0.5. This analysis would be more accurate if undeveloped, protected land of
each state was removed from the total length, but this information is not currently

7

The 2006 data are projected numbers.
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available. This analysis still gives an idea of how accurate coastal managers’ perceptions
of population and development pressures are in his or her state and several results come
forth. First, coastal manager’s perceptions of development/redevelopment pressure may
not be accurate relative to other states. For example, Georgia rates its
development/redevelopment pressure as moderate (3 on Likert scale) and experienced a
12.79 percent population increase from 2000-2006. Conversely, Rhode Island
experienced a 1.84 percent population increase from 2000-2006 and rated its
development/redevelopment pressure as extreme (5 on Likert scale). New Jersey’s
development/redevelopment pressure was also rated extreme (5 on Likert scale) and also
had a lower increase in growth of 3.63 percent. Similarly, Mississippi and Louisiana
both had population decreases from 2000-2006 (-2.38 percent and -6.30 percent,
respectively) but coastal managers from both states rated development/redevelopment
pressure as significant (4 on Likert scale). However, each state’s perceptions could take
into account elements of development/redevelopment pressure greater than just
population growth (e.g. land use). For example, Louisiana’s development pressure rating
of extreme (5 on Likert scale) was specifically for the land uses of oil, gas, port, and
energy, which will not be directly reflected in population data. When information about
development and redevelopment pressures can be further elaborated on, analysis can
determine where and why certain pressures are occurring, and what shoreline
management tools can affect certain types of pressures. This would be best accomplished
through analysis of the types of different land use in coastal areas of each state, where
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each land use is located, what the population and development pressures are for that area,
and what growth pressures are present.

Table 5: Development Pressure Rating and Population Change 2000-2006

Development Pressure and Strategy Choice
Because development pressure is being experienced on some level by all coastal
states, it is important to look at the strategy choices these states are taking and how the
choices relate to development pressure. Table 6 examines this relationship. The majority
of states (14) rate their development/redevelopment pressure as 4 (significant pressure).
Of these states, the most popular shoreline management tools are beach renourishment
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and vegetation (100 percent of states use these). Jetties and revetments are also popular
(93 and 86 percent of states use these tools, respectively). Jetties are one of the primary
tools used in inlet stabilization, which suggests an explanation for their popularity. The
least popular tools are utility/service line location and abandonment. Seven state coastal
managers rate their development/redevelopment pressure as moderate (3 on Likert scale).
Beach renourishment is also used by every state. All other frequently used tools for
category three states fell into the hard stabilization, soft stabilization, and ‘other’
category. Therefore, states that ranked their development pressure as moderate do not
collectively use modification of development tools. Two states rated their development
pressure as extreme (5 on Likert scale). Between these two states, every tool is used.
This suggests that states with lesser development pressure many not see a need to control
development but only protect the shoreline. States with greater development pressure are
more active in employing every available tool.
Beach nourishment is the most popular shoreline management tool used overall
and vegetation is a very close second. This implies that states are endeavoring to move
away from hard stabilization, an idea advocated in shoreline management since the 1980s
and supported by the legal research in the second matrix. Hard stabilization is still used,
however, or at least present. Many coastal managers did list hard stabilization as difficult
or somewhat difficult to implement, and stated that it is designed this way to discourage
its use. Utility/service line location and abandonment are the most infrequently used
tools. One coastal manager said that his state is under constant pressure to allow utility
and service lines on a barrier island where they are prohibited and citizens have addressed
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every level of government in attempts to change this. Abandonment, though perhaps the
best tool for protecting the shoreline in the long-term, is often a last resort. As population
data shows, people have no desire to leave coastal areas in the near future, unless there is
no other choice.
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Table 6: Development Pressure and Shoreline Management Tool Use
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Ease of Tool Implementation
As the previous section on development pressure and strategy choice stated, hard
and soft stabilization are the most popular shoreline management categories. Both
categories are used equally among states. However, during the surveys, multiple coastal
managers affirmed that their states are attempting to move away from the utilization of
hard stabilization tools (as in the case of Delaware). Although the tools may be ‘used’
(i.e. the structures are in place) the coastal program may only permit their repair, or their
ease of implementation is made intentionally difficult. As discussed in Chapter Two, the
use of hard stabilization often causes more erosion and sand transport problems than it
solves, resulting in ineffective comprehensive shoreline management.
On average, soft stabilization tools are the easiest to implement; they have an
average ease of 3.17. Modification of development tools are harder to implement, with
an average rating of 2.25. Hard stabilization is the most difficult at 2.00. With an ease of
implementation rating of 3.89, vegetation is the easiest tool to implement, explaining
some of its popularity. Beach renourishment, the other most popular tool is ranked as a
2.75 to implement. Not surprisingly, a hard stabilization tool, the jetty, was rated the
most difficult to implement (1.59). Tools that fell in the “other” category were also hard
to implement (1.50). The popularity of beach nourishment and vegetation as shoreline
management tools confirm the move away from hard stabilization to soft stabilization as
methods of choice.
Yet these soft stabilization tools may not be the best option for shoreline
management. Vegetation has many benefits- it can be done by the average homeowner, is
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relatively inexpensive and causes no unintentional damage to surrounding areas. But it is
not a large-scale shoreline management tool, and cannot significantly shape management
of the shoreline. Beach nourishment is time and cost intensive, and the environmental
implications that dredging of sand from the ocean floor have are only beginning to be
explored and fully understood. As shorelines continue to erode and sea level rise
increases at a more rapid rate, beach nourishment projects will need to occur more
frequently, resulting in greater cost and scarcity of suitable sand resources. Tools within
the modification of development category fall in between hard and soft stabilization tools
in terms of ease of implementation. The ability of these tools to shape and control
excessive coastal populations has made them popular in shoreline management literature,
but harder for coastal managers to implement and often unpopular with the public, other
levels of government, or private industry. The difficulty inherent to shoreline
management of trying to control enormous growth pressures while simultaneously
protecting precious natural resources often results in varying levels of cooperation from
stakeholders in coastal areas.
Cooperation from Government and Private
Industry + Ease of Tool Implementation
Presumably, states that ranked most of their shoreline management tools as ‘easy
to implement’ will also have a high level of cooperation among stakeholders in coastal
areas. The coastal manager survey examined the relationship between levels of
government and private industry and ease of tool implementation. Due to privacy
protection assurances, states in this section will not be identified by name. Instead, an
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arbitrary number was assigned to each state for purposes of identification. There is no
correspondence between number order and alphabet order.
Analysis of this material does suggest that there is a direct relationship between
ease of implementation and cooperation from government or private industry. For
example, State 14’s average rating for ease of tool implementation is 2.36, and its
average rate of cooperation is 3.33. State 2 also has a similar numbers, with the average
ease of implementation at 2.16 and the average level of cooperation at 3.43. These
numbers are somewhat close, but not close enough to have a direct relationship. This
comparison was also performed for each level of government and private industry to
further glean any relationship between cooperation and ease of tool implementation. In
this comparison, local government and developers had the closest relationship to average
ease of tool implementation. This analysis suggests that local government may then have
the most influence on how easy it is to implement certain tools and in the private industry
category developers may have the greatest influence. The survey did not ask coastal
managers to identify the level of cooperation received from the general public, which
would have eluded further insight. However, other questions did identify lack of public
support as an obstacle to successful shoreline management implementation.
Obstacles to Implementation
Lack of public support was not the only obstacle to implementation identified;
there are two principal areas of shoreline management harbor potential obstacles to
shoreline management implementation; namely, data and funding. Data needs identified
by coastal managers were variable by state, but can be grouped into general categories.
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Ten states identified LIDAR as the most necessary data, followed closely by historical
and present shoreline change data, then shoreline location, mean highwater line location,
or shoreline monitoring data. Three states each named climate change/sea level rise data
and the impacts of protection and stabilization on the shoreline as needed data. The
remainder of categories were identified by only one or two states. Table 7 lists complete
data needs and how many states identified each need.
Table 7: General Data Categories
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Coastal managers also identified in what areas they would spend additional
funding for shoreline management, if available. Seven coastal managers stated that they
would place extra funding into the categories of (1) education, outreach, and public
engagement and (2) land acquisition or acquisition of development rights. Six states
would choose to spend additional funding on (1) alternatives to hard structures and/or
soft stabilization methods, or (2) data and GIS. Finally, four states would spend
additional funding on (1) mapping and updating plans or (2) creation of model
ordinances. The importance of data was reinforced in this analysis, as it is one of the
most popular choices on which coastal managers would spend additional funding. This
analysis component also highlights other areas of concern for coastal managers, which
coastal managers identified by listing his or her state’s greatest impediments and needs
for shoreline management.
The principal impediments to shoreline management were data and funding.
Thirteen coastal managers identified data as one of the three ‘needs’ and eight states
identified funding. Other prevalent needs include additional/information needs (nine
states identified) and stricter regulations, plans, and policies (nine states identified). Data
and funding were again at the top of coastal managers’ ‘impediments’ list. Eight states
identified lack of funding as an impediment, and six states identified lack of data or
models. Functions of local government shoreline management and lack of public
interest/education were each identified by five states as impediments.
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Analysis of these failures illustrates weak areas of shoreline management that if
corrected, could significantly boost the quality and scope of shoreline management in
coastal states.
Identify Successes
The perceived effectiveness of a state’s shoreline management plan and the level
of relatedness between the state’s statutes, rules and regulations, and plans are one
element of the survey and matrix research designed to reveal successes in shoreline
management. The average perceived effectiveness for all states shoreline management
plans is 3.46, which falls midway between 3 (neutral) and 4 (effective). No state rated its
shoreline management plan as absolutely ineffective, although two states rated it as
somewhat ineffective. Interestingly, these states did not report to having regulations that
were equally as weak; in the case of both states, regulations were stronger than the
shoreline management plan. However, the shoreline management plan was rated in both
states as closely related/matching to the state statutes and administrative codes,
suggesting that the weakness to shoreline management lies in the statutes and codes.
Two coastal managers rated his or her state’s coastal management plan as very effective
in achieving the intended shoreline protection (5 on the Likert scale). In these two states,
very stringent shoreline management regulations were identified, suggesting that
stringent regulations lead to a plan that is more effective in achieving the intended
shoreline protection. In one case the plan relationship to the statutes and administrative
codes was matching, and in the other it was only neutral. More research would be
necessary to determine the full connection between the plan’s success in protecting the
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shoreline and the statutes and administrative codes, but the results from states with
weaker shoreline management plans demonstrate an apparent link between the stringency
of statues and codes and plan effectiveness in achieving intended shoreline protection.
The coastal manager of one of the states with a successful plan stated that there is still
more necessary protection of the shoreline. Shoreline management, even in more
successful states, is an iterative process that requires continuous reevaluation and
adaptation.
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Identify Failures
Part of the iterative shoreline management planning process is identifying failures
where they occur. As addressed earlier, states need data and funding, followed by
additional information and stricter regulations, plans, and policies. The greatest
impediments to shoreline management are lack of funding and lack of data. Further
investigation into data collection impediments and access and quality improvements are
merited. States rely on data to aid in the development of shoreline management strategies
and to support these strategies. Increased quality and availability of data will boost
coastal managers’ knowledge in various areas, allowing them to significantly enhance the
quality of shoreline management. In this study, it became apparent that some states are
developing methods of shoreline management that use data and funding wisely. For
example, Maine has developed efficient and cost-effective field surveys that include
personal watercraft-based beach profiling and volunteer teams doing monthly beach
profiling. Methods such as this shed light on the future of shoreline management and
also what can be accomplished when these creative methods are combined with increased
data and funding.
Emerging Trends
In the survey, coastal managers were asked to identify innovations or new
approaches to shoreline management strategies in his or her state, revealing emerging
trends. Twenty-three of the twenty-five states surveyed in this study described
innovations, most of which fell into the category of planning tools and plans. This is
encouraging because it suggests a possible increase in states using more comprehensive
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shoreline management plans or modification of development tools to control pressure on
the shoreline before it begins. The category of mapping, modeling, data, and
photography was the second highest innovation category. States recognize their need for
data and information and are actively developing new methods that will boost shoreline
management. For example, Georgia completed a digital representation of all historical
shoreline positions, which provides electronic reference of all shoreside structures and
will aid in assessing value of homes in the event of coastal hazards and Delaware and
Florida are embarking on regional sediment management activities. Hawaii has in place
and Ocean Resources Management Plan that indentifies the land/ocean connection, sets
out to preserve ocean heritage, and promotes stewardship and collaborative governance.
The role of rules, regulations, and plans plays an important role in these
innovations. Sixty percent of states that listed innovations currently have these
innovations incorporated into their rules, regulations, or plans. Of those states that do not
have the innovations incorporated, one-third do not plan to incorporate the innovations at
all, but the remaining two-thirds will do so. Incorporation of innovations into rules,
regulations, and plans will strengthen these guiding documents and ensure that shoreline
management continues to evolve and adapt to changes in information and knowledge.
One of these changes to information and knowledge is sea level rise, as discussed
in Chapter Two, and the issue of increased sea level rise due to global climate change is
causing many states to think about how shoreline management will adapt and account for
these changes. This thinking contributes to innovations in shoreline management in
general, and several state managers suggested that the issue of increased sea level rise
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would serve as a catalyst for better shoreline management plans. Sixty percent of states
surveyed reported that they are currently or have plans to focus on sea level rise and its
implications for shoreline management. This result comes with two caveats. First, in
light of accelerated climate change, Great Lakes states anticipate a drop in sea level, as
opposed to the trend on ocean shorelines. Consequently, none of the Great Lakes states
except Wisconsin will incorporate this issue and Wisconsin only intends to address the
effects climate change. Second, several state coastal managers stated that they and their
staff recognize sea level rise as an important issue, but several obstacles impede action.
These include lack of formal recognition for climate change and sea level rise on the state
government level, lack of the necessary scientific data to completely address it, or lack of
assurance in methods to address it.
Findings
Innovative States
The analysis presented in this thesis can be synthesized to establish criteria for
innovative states that are at the forefront of shoreline management. By determining
innovators, the most significant elements of this analysis are examined for each state
individually. Determination of innovative states also facilitates the exchange of shoreline
management methods and ideas between states. It will contribute to in-depth analysis of
state case studies for future pieces of the Shoreline Change Study, resulting in even
greater understanding of successful shoreline management practices.
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The list of criteria for innovative states is as follows:
1. A strong connection between the plan and the codes + statutes.
2. The use of ‘other’ tools and ‘innovations’ new to the literature or a unique
combination of existing tools or the use of unique management strategies.
3. Has specificity in its statutes, rules, and regulations. A state’s statutes, rules, and
regulations can be defined as ‘specific’ if they contain:
a. A clear delegation of power8
i. Clear delegation of land use planning process
ii. Enumeration on the permitting process
iii. Clear delegation of a lead agency
b. A description of shoreline management tools
c. Inclusion of adaptive management and/or monitoring of beach effects
d. Enforcement mechanisms
e. Provision for assessment of effectiveness of own program
4. Having a physical plan in place to manage all coastal areas of the state in place and
available to the public.
5. Having information about shoreline management strategies readily available to the
public via state coastal program website (this includes links to statutes, rules, and
regulations, plans, and publications).
6. Incorporates sea level rise into its statutes, rules, regulations, or plans and/or issues
official state action that formally recognizes sea level rise.
8

“Clear” can be defined as: a reasonable person living or owning property in the state is able to read the
statute or rule and understand it.
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For this thesis, the issue of specificity will not be addressed.9 Illinois was not considered
in the innovative states determination because it does not currently have a federally
approved coastal management program. Additionally, sea level rise was not considered
when looking at the innovation level for the Great Lakes States. Therefore, there were
five categories for all coastal states except the Great Lakes states, which had four
categories. States were issued one point for each innovation criterion that they met.
States deemed innovative accumulated four or five points (Great Lakes states had three or
four points). After examining the research and each coastal manager’s survey response,
the following states were determined to be innovators in the area of shoreline
management: Maine, New Jersey, Rhode Island, Ohio, and Texas. Each of these states
met four or five elements of the above criteria, and many of their listed innovations also
came forth in the legal research conducted. Eleven states met three of the criteria and the
remaining eleven states met only one or two of the criteria (Appendix D).
The innovative states determined by these criteria differ from the example states
discussed in Chapter Two. The former list highlighted the programs of North Carolina,
South Carolina, Rhode Island, and Delaware. Only Rhode Island came forth in this
section as an innovative state. Although North Carolina implements one of the most
venerable beachfront management policies in the United States, it is not currently
addressing sea level rise and does not have an overarching shoreline management plan in
place, causing it to meet three of the five criteria listed above. Similarly, South Carolina
is not currently addressing sea level rise, and although it does have a shoreline
9

Specificity will be addressed in future parts of the Shoreline Change Study. The addition of specificity to
this analysis has the possibility to change the results of innovative states.
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management plan in place, the connection between its plan and the codes and statutes
was only ranked as neutral. Delaware, despite its closely related plan, codes, and
statutes, is not currently addressing sea level rise and does not have an overarching
shoreline management plan in place.
The innovative states recognized in this section are all actively managing their
shorelines, combining traditional shoreline management approaches with those that are
more cutting-edge. Rhode Island, which was discussed in Chapter Two as regulating
defined coastal features by a coastal zoning system, is also implementing watershed
zoning, addressing sea level rise in its regulations, and implementing special area
management plans that manage the state’s shorelines. Maine, in addition to having
closely related codes and statutes, is addressing sea level rise as it relates to beach
erosion, and its regulations, statutes, and publications are readily available to the public
on its coastal management program’s website. Maine’s Coastal Sand Dune Rules have
designated 100-year Erosion Hazard Areas and considers these and sea level rise impacts
when siting development along beaches.
New Jersey is taking sea level rise into account when developing new rules and
policies. It also cites a closely related shoreline management plan and code and matching
plan and statutes. In terms of listed innovation, New Jersey has regulations for different
areas of the coast, including flood hazard areas and coastal bluffs. Wetland buffers and a
riparian zone are also in existence, as are rules that prohibit development on dunes or
beaches.
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Texas was the only state that met all five of the innovation criteria. Its plan,
codes, and statutes are closely related and its statutes, rules and regulations, policy, plans,
and publications are readily available on its website. Texas is one of the three states that
has an overarching shoreline management plan in place and it is using historical sea level
rise rates for geo-hazard mapping and sea level rise management plans. It uses incentive
based setbacks in which local governments do not qualify for state erosion funding if they
do not implement a setback. It is also implementing a policy of retreat through its
successful relocation of homes in Surfside, TX.
Finally, Ohio has closely related and matching plans, codes, and statutes as well
as laws, regulations, programs, and land management policy available on its coastal
program website. It has in place a coastal atlas that shows different ocean and coastal
resources within the state that is readily available to the public via DVD, Internet, and
hard copy. Ohio is currently developing a regional erosion management plan based on
what type of erosion control methods are most appropriate in specific regions,
considering preservation of the resource and natural methods.
While many other states are also using creative methods to manage their
shoreline, the states discussed here are using a variety of methods to ensure proper
management of their shoreline, resulting in approaches that perform this management
from many angles. These serve as examples of successful and original shoreline
management techniques and bring forth the current and emerging trends in shoreline
management.
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Pitfalls of the Process
There were several pitfalls throughout this research process. Some of these
pitfalls have been described in earlier parts of the text; others will be enumerated here.
The most significant was in the survey design, which focused more on failures than
successes. Positive movements in shoreline management would have been more easily
identified had the survey been constructed to reveal both successes and failures. The
survey language itself allowed variable interpretation, depending on the coastal managers
and the differences in shoreline management structure from state to state. Question six,
which asked about the ease of implementation of shoreline management tools,
engendered different interpretations depending on how the tools are implemented in a
particular state. This question should have been clarified for uniform comprehension.
More broadly, this study did not sufficiently account for the state-by-state variation in
shoreline management. Although the goals and level of separation of the area of
shoreline management are clear when reading literature on the subject, the mandate in
Section 306 of the Coastal Zone Management Act is interpreted very differently from
state to state. Consequently, coastal managers use different definitions for different tools,
as in the case of fixed setbacks versus rolling setbacks. A fixed setback requires that new
construction be a fixed distance inland from a reference line such as the vegetation line or
the crest of the dune (Neal, Bush, and Pilkey, 2005). A rolling setback is one where the
baseline shifts landward as the high-tide shoreline erodes. However, certain setbacks can
fall into both of these categories depending on how a state defines it (Id). In some cases a
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tool very similar to a setback may not even be called a setback. These idiosyncrasies
impede broad shoreline management analysis.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions
Shoreline management has evolved quite a bit since its beginnings in control
erosion in the early twentieth century. Over time, it has been incorporated in the federal
Coastal Zone Management Act and become a core part of coastal management.
This study illuminated the past, present, and emerging trends in shoreline
management. The regulatory framework of each coastal state plays a role in how
effective a state’s plan is at implementing the intended shoreline protection. The results
of this study suggested that more stringency in regulations leads to a plan that is more
effective in achieving the intended shoreline protection. As states shifted to focusing on
shoreline management in the 1980s and the drawbacks to hard stabilization methods were
realized, soft stabilization became the method of choice for shoreline management. This
is reflected in the survey and legal research results. Although modification of
development tools are currently used the least, there is evidence that their use may be
increasing, due to the amount of modification of tools listed by states that fell into both
the ‘other’ category of the survey and the innovations category. Modification of
development is the only way to prevent development or redevelopment in coastal areas; it
allows the control of growth through regulation, rather than the accommodation of
growth while hard and soft stabilization methods to protection the shoreline.
However, as the analysis on obstacles to implementation and failures addressed,
there is a need for more data and greater public and political education and support before
modification of development tools can gain a greater level of acceptance. Data,
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especially LIDAR, was by far the most oft-identified need in coastal states, both better
quality and more quantity. Public education, outreach, and engagement is one of the
most popular categories on which coastal managers would choose to spend additional
shoreline management funding. The importance of funding for land acquisition and
acquisition of development rights (both expensive undertakings) was highlighted because
these methods were determined to be some of the most successful tools to limit growth in
coastal areas. Land acquired by non-profit organizations and state or federal government
and placed under permanent protection will experience little to no development pressure,
encouraging public use and conservation of these scarce undeveloped parcels of coastal
land.
Despite these limitations to shoreline management, the successes and emerging
trends suggested that states are creatively adapting to their data needs and beginning
utilizing plans and planning tools to look at shoreline management on a regional or
statewide scale, as in the case of Hawaii’s Ocean Management Plan.
Most coastal states are also recognizing the issue the climate change will play on
increased sea level rise and the effects that it will have on coastal communities.
Successful shoreline management in light of increased sea level rise will require more
than just recognition of the issue, and some states are already actively planning for sea
level rise through data collection, planning, and incorporation into rules and regulations.
Coastal managers will also need increased scientific data and support from state and
federal government before they can fully address this issue. Interestingly, increased sea
level rise may help strengthen shoreline management planning. Several states suggested
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that this problem might be the push needed to development a comprehensive plan for the
management of the shoreline.
Innovations were identified as part of this analysis to identify states that are using
a variety of successful strategies to manage the shoreline. Shoreline management tools
are not necessarily easily transferrable from state to state, but by analyzing each state’s
institutional structure and assessing its unique needs, a state can easily adapt another
state’s approaches and innovations. Some innovative approaches, such as sediment
management planning, linked coastal and ocean resources planning, and watershed
planning are more conducive to transfer from state to state. These planning approaches
provide the overarching shoreline management planning necessary to ensure
comprehensive consideration of effects on the coastal zone and point to future directions
in shoreline management.
Finally, the study returns to the mandate in Section 306 of the federal Coastal
Zone Management Act. One facet of the CZMA's popularity is the flexibility that it
allows each state in choosing how to manage its coast. Although it contains provisions
for a shoreline management planning process, more specificity in this section would
benefit states by requiring certain elements of shoreline management planning to be
consistent from state to state. Greater specificity will only aid states as they collectively
address the pressures facing the precious coastal areas of the United States.
Additional and Future Research Questions
This study generated several additional research questions. It would be useful to
compare the use of modification of development tools and track their history of use, in-
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depth feasibility, and anticipated future use to gauge how states can transition to using
these tools and prevent future development problems before they start.
It would also be beneficial to determine the benefits and drawbacks of shoreline
management planning on the local level versus state or federal level. Shoreline
management planning is necessary on all levels of government, but greater planning on
the local level can help states with varying types of shoreline or development pressure.
The drawbacks of beach nourishment and costly and time and resource intensive
tool would be further clarified if a complete analysis of this method was conducted,
examining how long resources and funding may be in place. This will help states
transition to other shoreline management tools.
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Appendix A: Coastal Manager Survey
This survey falls within the planning mandates of Section 306 of the Coastal Zone Management
Act, which requires all states with approved coastal management programs to have a shoreline
management plan.

COASTAL CHARACTERISTICS AND SHORELINE MANAGEMENT TOOLS
1. What is your state’s type of shoreline? (Please identify predominant shoreline types and
other types that apply)
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Crystalline bedrock
Eroding bluffs and cliffs
Pocket beaches between headlands
Strandplain beaches
Barrier islands
Coral reef and mangrove
Coastal wetlands
Deltaic coasts

2. How would you describe the degree of development/redevelopment pressure occurring
in your community at present? (Source: Moser & Tribbia; 2007)

1
No
development
pressure

2
Slight
development
pressure

3
Moderate
development
pressure

4
Significant
development
pressure

5
Extreme
development
pressure

3. What best characterizes the institutional structure of your state’s coastal zone
management program? (Please identify appropriate answer)
a. Direct: a single state agency regulates
b. Direct/LCP: a single state agency regulates but may delegate power to a local government
under a local coastal program [LCP]
c. Networked: a single state agency coordinates the activities of other state and local agencies
who have regulatory power
d. Networked/LCP: same as Networked with the addition of enforceable LCP
e. Networked/Regulatory: a lead state agency shares regulatory authority with other state
agencies
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4. Which of the following shoreline management tools are used in your state? (Please
identify all that apply)
Soft Stabilization

Hard Stabilization
Seawalls

Beach renourishment

Bulkheads

Bulldozing/scraping

Jetties

Increasing sand dune volume

Revetments

Vegetation

Groins
Question 4, continued

Which of the following shoreline management tools are used in your state? (Please identify
all that apply)
Modification of Development
Post-hazard event reconstruction limits
Building elevation
Low-density development / density restrictions
Utility and service line location
Abandonment
Relocation
Fixed setbacks (Baseline location _______ Setback distance _______)
Rolling setbacks (Setback distance _______)
Zoning in hazardous areas (including guidelines for new construction)
Land acquisition (Public__ Private___)
Other Tools
Please List:
______________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
5. Which of those tools contribute to your state’s retreat policy? Please list below.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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6. Rank the ease of implementation of the following shoreline management tools that you
identified in Question 4:
1= Difficult
2= Somewhat Difficult
3= Average

4= Easy
5= Very Easy
N/A= Not applicable

Hard stabilization
Seawalls

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Bulkheads

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Jetties

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Revetments

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Groins

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Beach renourishment

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Bulldozing/scraping

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Increasing sand dune volume

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Vegetation

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

2

3

4

5

N/A

Soft stabilization

Modification of development
Post-hazard event reconstruction limits 1
Building elevation

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Low-density development /

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Utility and service line location

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Abandonment

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Relocation

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Fixed setbacks

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Rolling setbacks

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

2

3

4

5

N/A

density restrictions

Zoning in hazardous areas
1
(including guidelines for new construction)
Land acquisition

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Other Tools (as indicated)

1

2

3

4

5

N/A
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SHORELINE MANAGEMENT PLANNING AND REGULATIONS
Individual state results for questions 7-9 will be aggregated and only disseminated in that format.
No state will be identifiable.
7. How would you rate the effectiveness of your state’s shoreline management plan in
generating the anticipated shoreline protection?

1

2

3

4

5

Ineffective

Somewhat
ineffective

Neutral

Effective

Very
effective

8. In the context of shoreline management:
a. How stringent are your state regulations?

1

2

3

Lax

Somewhat
lax

Average

4

5

Stringent

Very
stringent

b. How closely does the shoreline management plan reflect the mandates in the state
statutes?

1

2

3

4

5

Unrelated

Somewhat
Unrelated

Neutral

Closely
Related

Matching

c. How closely does the shoreline management plan reflect the mandates in the state’s
administrative codes?

1

2

3

4

5

Unrelated

Somewhat
Unrelated

Neutral

Closely
Related

Matching

9. In attempts to implement shoreline management plans, rank the cooperation received
from each of these different institutions:
1= Uncooperative
2= Somewhat Uncooperative
3= Average

4= Cooperative
5= Very Cooperative

Local government

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

State government

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Regional government

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Federal government

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Private Industry:
Tourism
Realtors/Rental Companies

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

N/A
N/A

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Developers
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DATA AND FUNDING CONTRIBUTIONS TO SHORELINE MANAGEMENT

10. Data
a. What is the availability of data essential to effective shoreline management?

1

2

3

4

5

Unavailable

Mostly
Unavailable

Average

Mostly
Available

Available

b. What is the quality of data available for your shoreline management?

1
Poor
Quality

2

3

Somewhat
Average
Poor
Quality

4

5

Good
Quality

Excellent
Quality

c. What data would improve the efficiency of your state’s shoreline management?

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

11. Funding
a. What is your current fiscal year budget for coastal management operations? (Please
identify appropriate answer)
Less than $1 million
$1 - $4,999,999 million
$5 - $9,999,999 million
$10 - $14,999,999 million
$15 million or above
b. Please list your approximate average annual spending on the following management
strategies:
Beach Nourishment_______________________________________________________
Land Conservation________________________________________________________
Retreat Policy____________________________________________________________
c. Please list the funding sources and their associated percentages allocated to each
source for the following management strategies:
Beach Nourishment_______________________________________________________
Land Conservation________________________________________________________
Retreat Policy____________________________________________________________
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d. If you had more funding available for shoreline management, on what strategies
would you spend it? ________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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INNOVATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR SHORELINE MANAGEMENT

12. Needs and Impediments
a. Please list the three greatest needs for shoreline management in your state:
1. __________________________________
2. __________________________________
3. __________________________________
b. Please list the three greatest impediments to shoreline management in your state:
1. __________________________________
2. __________________________________
3. __________________________________

13. Innovations
a. Please list any innovations or new approaches to shoreline management
strategies in your state, particularly those related to shoreline change:
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
b. Are these innovations or new approaches currently incorporated into your shoreline
management plan?
Yes
No
Do you anticipate incorporating them into your plans?
Yes

No

If no, why?
________________________________________________________________
14. Are you currently or do you have plans to make accelerated sea level rise an element of
your shoreline management plan?
Yes

No

If yes, how? _______________________________________________________________
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State

Year first adopted

Wetlands Act of 1970 (TITLE 13. CONSERVATION
AND DEVELOPMENT----PARKS AND
RESERVATIONS. CHAPTER 9A. COASTAL
WETLANDS §§ 1 - 10) / Waterfront Development
Law (TITLE 12. COMMERCE AND NAVIGATION.
CHAPTER 5. WATER-FRONT AND HARBOR
FACILITIES; RE-PORTS, PLANS AND DEVELOPMENT
§ 3) / Coastal Area Facil ity Review Act (TITLE 13.
CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT----PARKS AND
RESERVATIONS. CHAPTER 19. COASTAL AREA
FACILITY REVIEW §§ 1 - 32) / Freshwater Wetlands
Protection Act (TITLE 13. CONSERVATION AND
DEVELOPMENT----PARKS AND RESERVATIONS.
CHAPTER 9B. FRESHWATER WETLANDS §§ 1 - 30)
/ / Admin Codes: Coastal Permit Program Rules
(N.J.A.C. 7:7) / Coastal Zone Management Rules
(N.J.A.C. 7:7E) / Freshwater Wetlands Protection
Act Rules (N.J.A.C. 7:7A) / Construction Permit
Wetlands Act: 1970; WDL:
Rul es (N.J.A.C. 7:1C) / Flood Hazard Area Control
1975; CAFRA: 1973; FWPA:
Act Rules (N.J.A.C. 7:13)
1987.

Ref erences in/to other codes

Construction Permits (TITLE
13. CONSERVATION AND
DEVELOPMENT----PARKS AND
RESERVATIONS. CHAPTER 1D.
DEPARTMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
§§ 29 - 33); §13:1D-129.
Rul es, regulations; violation
designation (Department of
Environmental Protection);
§13:1D-146. Additional
provisions concerning
expedited permit mechani sms;
§13:18A-23. Pinelands
management referencing the
coastal area (and the facility
review act) + revision of
environmental design;
§§40:55D-132 & 133 mentions
Coastal Facility Review Act re
extension of approval;
exceptions.

Number of Code
Sections

Wetl ands Act:
10; WDL: 1;
CAFRA: 36;
FWPA: 32 . /
Admin Codes:
CPP Rules: 88;
CZM Rules:
148; FWPA
Rules:144; CP
Rules: 12;
FHCA Rules:
93.

Where does erosion control /
shoreline managem ent show
up?

No mention of erosion
control or shorel ine
management in the
Wetlands Act of 1970 and
onl y a minimal reference to
erosion in the Freshwater
Wetlands Protecti on Act.
However, find it in the
Admin Codes, §§ 7-7E7.11, 7-7E-3.18 & 77E3.19.

Appendix B: State Matrix One
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New
Jersey

Coastal Mangement: Where located

Appendix C: State Matrix Two Excerpt
Hard Stabilization

State

New
Jersey

Seawalls

Bulkheads

Revetments

Breakwaters

Groins

7:7-7.14 Coastal
general permit for
reconstruction of a
legally existing
functioning bulkhead.
/ 7:7-7.18 Coastal
general permit for
bulkhead construction
and placement of
associated fill. / 7:7E- 7:7E-7.11(e)3
Coastal
7:7E-4.19
7.11(e)2 Coastal
engineering. Breakwaters.
engineering.

Rip-rap

General hard
structures

7:7E7.11(e)3
Coastal
engineering
.

7:7-2.3 Waterfront
development. / 7:7E3.22 Beaches. / 7:7E7.11(e) Coastal
engineering.

Jetties

Soft Stabilization

State

Beach renouri shment

Bulldozing/Scraping

Increasing sand dune
volume

New
Jersey

7:7E-7.11(d) Coastal
engineering. / 7:7E7.12 Dredged material
placement on land.

State

7:7E-3A.4 Standards
applicable to dune
creation and
maintenance.

M odification of Development
Redevel opment (&
Differenti al tax
%age) / Post-hazard
districts
reconstruction

7:7E-7.11c Coastal
engineering.

Building elevation

Vegetation

General Soft

7:7-7.8-3(v)2. / 7:7E-3A.4
Standards applicable to dune
creation and maintenance. /
7:7E-5.4 Vegetative cover
requirements that appl y to sites
in the upland waterfront
development and CAFRA areas.
/ 7:7E-5A.10 Vegetative cover
percentages for a site i n the
upland waterfront
7:7E-7.11(b)
development area / 7:7E-7.11
Coastal engineering../ 7:7E-8.8 Coastal
Vegetation.
engineering.

Low-density
development

Utility and service
line location

Seller noti fcation of
land's status

New
Jersey

7:7-2.1 CAFRA.

7:7E-5B.2 Coastal
Planning Areas. /
7:7E-7.2 Housing
use rules.
7:7-2.1 CAFRA.

Retreat Policies

State

New
Jersey

Abandonment

Other
Relocation

Fixed Setbacks

Rolling Setbacks

Zoning in hazard
areas

7:7E-3.18 Coastal
high hazard areas. /
7:7E-3.19 Erosion
Hazard Areas. /
7:7E-3.25 Flood
hazard areas.

7:7-7.8 Coastal
general permit for the
development of a
single family home or
duplex. / 7:7E-7.2
Housing use rules. .
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Land acquisiti on

Funding

Other

Innovations

7:7E-5B.2
Coastal
Planning Areas.

Innovative States
2. The use of 'other'
4. Having information
tools and 'innovations' 3. Having a physical
about shoreline
1. Strong connection
new to the literature or plan to manage all
management
between the plan and
a unique combination coastal areas of the
strategies readily
the codes + statutes
of existing tools or
state in place and
available to the public
(from survey)
unique management available to the public
via state coastal
strategies
program website
N/A

No

No

California

Neutral

N/A

Connecticut

Matching

Delaware

Closely related

Innovative?

Points

No

0.00

No

Regulations and laws No
Laws, regulations,
legislative,
publications
N/A

No

1.00

Surge and inundation
modeling

No

Statute citation, permit
program information No

No

2.00

Regional sediment
management

No

Statutes, Publications,
Regulations
No

No

3.00
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Appendix D: Innovation Matrix Excerpt

Alabama

7. Incorporates sea level rise
into statutes, rules, regulations
or plans and/or issues official
state action that formally
recognizes sea level rise
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